Across Gel®, your new solution partner in gel centrifugation is to help you achieve your goal quickly and safely, thanks to its high product quality and card variety.

**TEST CARDS**

**BLOOD GROUP CARDS FOR PATIENT**

- **Across Gel® Forward & Reverse ABO with D<sup>vr</sup>/CDE**
  
  Rh sub-group scanning can be made on forward and reverse grouping card via CDE microtube.
  
  Ref No: 810202 --- 50 Cards

- **Across Gel® Forward & Reverse ABO with D<sup>vr</sup>/Kell**
  
  Allows the determination of both D<sup>vr</sup> and Kell antigens on forward and reverse grouping card.
  
  Ref No: 810204 --- 50 Cards

- **Across Gel® Double ABO/D<sup>vr</sup>**
  
  In the case of no need to work reverse grouping test, the card allows user to run 2 blood grouping tests.
  
  Ref No: 810207 --- 50 Cards
Across Gel® Forward & Reverse ABO with D^+/CDE
Not only D^+ antigen is checked, but also the existence of C and E antigens are sought in donor blood via forward and reverse grouping card.
Ref No: 810203 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® Forward & Reverse ABO with D^+/Kell
Forward and reverse ABO grouping card. Both Dvı and Kell antigens are sought in donor blood so as to minimize the immunization risk among recipients.
Ref No: 810205 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® Double ABO/D^+/ Allow for the control of the existence of D^+ antigen in forward and Rh grouping. and for the economization in grouping by way of working two tests on one card.
Ref No: 810206 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® Forward & Reverse ABO with D^+-/D^+
Forward and reverse ABO grouping card, comprising D^+ and D^+ microtubes being used in determining the blood types of all patients, including pregnant women, children, etc.
Ref No: 810201 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® ABO Typing
Alongside forward and reverse grouping, allows for ABO sub-group typing via Lectin A1, Anti-H.
Ref No: 810208 --- 50 Cards
811208 --- 10 Cards

BLOOD GROUPING CARDS
Across Gel® Anti-Kell
Being used for the detection of Kell antigen with the highest antibody formation risk right after D antigen. 4 samples can be worked via one single card.
Ref No: 810212 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® Newborn
Newborn Card; Allows for conduct of forward ABO grouping, detection of D\textsuperscript{K} and D\textsuperscript{K+} antigens, and monospecific and polyspecific direct Coombs tests on one single card.
Ref No: 810213 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® Rh Phenotyping
Allows for the detection of C, c, E, e antigens within Rh system. Two different tests can be conducted on one single card.
Ref No: 810210 --- 50 Cards

Across Gel® Rh Phenotyping with Kell (K)
This card, typing the antigens of Rh and Kell systems in details, and minimizing the erroneous results with the ctl microtube, also allows for finding the most suitable blood for the patients undergoing transfusion frequently.
Ref No: 810209 --- 50 Cards
**Across Gel® Monospecific Direct Coombs (DAT)**

While allowing for working with two samples, this card also allows for the conduct of polyspecific test with AHG, and monospecific direct Coombs test with IgG and C3d.

Ref No: 810216 --- 50 Cards
811216 --- 10 Cards

**Across Gel® AHG (IgG+C3d)**

Environment with Coombs reactive, to be used for direct Coombs, indirect Coombs, antibody screening, antibody identification, cross match, auto control, and for the use in the typing tests of weak D and other system antigens.

Ref No: 810215 --- 50 Cards
811215 --- 10 Cards

**Across Gel® Anti-IgG**

Being used with monospecific Coombs reagent in detecting free IgGs on erythrocyte surface, and / or in serum / plasma.

Ref No: 810214 --- 50 Cards
811214 --- 10 Cards

**Across Gel® Neutral / AHG**

Allows for the detection of auto and allo antibodies in serum / plasma via enzyme and Coombs methods.

Ref No: 810218 --- 50 Cards
811218 --- 10 Cards

**Across Gel® Neutral**

Comprises neutral microtubes to be used in reverse grouping, antibody screening and identification, cold agglutinin test, and in typing isoagglutinin titer and other system antigens.

Ref No: 810219 --- 50 Cards
811219 --- 10 Cards